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Abstract— E-Health is emerging field in intersection of the 

medical informatics, public health and a business, referring 

to health services and information delivered or enhance 

through internet and related technologies. 

Information concerning an individual patient is a composite. 

It is generated from variety of source. It is maintained by 

many different applications and created in different media 

formats. Quality life of the patient has decreased due to the 

wrong decision-making or medical errors. Sometime doctors 

are not available during emergency case. To improve the 

health of patient is very important.  

 

The issue in E-Healthcare Information System is to optimize 

the medical data quality extracted from distributed 

environments.  To overcome this problem, paper presents 

Evolutionary Computing Algorithm. The ECA performs 

data extraction, cleaning, processing and analysis. It is 

established with data from My-SQL. If data extraction, 

cleaning, remove raw values not perform properly cause to 

generate wrong waveforms.  To improve performance ECA 

is also use as well as can able to optimize the medical task 

sequence according to data quality aspects. 

In emergency case the desktop, mobile application can be use 

for the better decision making. The desktop, mobile 

application is a remotely monitoring biomedical signal of 

patient. The diagnosis is made by doctor through desktop, 

mobile application worldwide.  

 

Keywords- Android Mobile Device, Electrocardiogram, 

Peak Detection, Evolutionary Computing  .  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The mobile application use by the patient and doctor 

through worldwide. This apps used in Healthcare center, 

laboratory. The health parameters collected of patient are 

store at server PC. The physician or a doctor has 

immediate access to patient database. Then database 

transfer to mobile apps through internet. The data can be 

received in real time. The diagnosis is performing very 

quickly by doctor compare to traditional methods or ways. 

So decision making is fast.  But issue is during data 

transfer over internet causes data inconsistency. So to 

solve this problem Evolutionary Computing algorithm 

introduced.  

The main objective of the E-Healthcare information 

system is easy manipulation, reliable result and well 

communication between doctor and a patient. It is mainly 

focus on medical data extraction for the Service Oriented 

Architecture. In this system the intelligent agent should 

keep track of patient health problem. Optimize data 

quality for accurate diagnosis and achieve data 

consistency through proposed algorithm. 

 

Due to the data inconsistency which will cause to be 

develop wrong biomedical signal or waveform that is 

generating wrong analysis or diagnosis. To solve this 

Evolutionary computing algorithm is deploy. The 

Evolutionary computing algorithm is search method 

which take inspiration from the natural selection and 

survival of attest in the biological world. This algorithm is 

more differ than traditional technique. The 

implementation of ECA consist of four steps for the 

maintain data consistency. The two groups of ECA are 

genetic programming and classifier system use for 

differentiate.  

 

The automated classification of ECG beats is a difficult 

due to the morphological and chronological characteristic 

of ECG signals causes variation for different patient under 

various physical conditions. [5] 

 

The electrocardiogram (ECG) signal which provide the 

data of rate and regularity of the heart beats, which can be 

used for diagnosis of a cardiac diseases. [4] The QRS 

detection algorithm in which time interval between two 

consecutive R peaks, used for the analysis irregularities in 

heart normal operation known as arrhythmia.   

In QRS detection includes RR interval, QRS length, PR 

interval and ST segment. [6] On x axis plot QRS duration 

in term of second and on Y axis plots amplitude in term of 

mV. This algorithm contains preprocessing stage and 

decision stage. [8] When R peak is determined, the QRS 

detector find out forward and backward to identify the two 

negative points on ECG graph and mark them as a Q peak 

and S peak respectively. [9] 

 

This paper organized as follows: Section II presents the 

Framework of Proposed System, Section III describe 

related work. Section IV illustrates Proposed Algorithm 

and assumption to implement algorithm, Section V 

presents Simulation and Result, Section VI draws the 

conclusion and future scope. 
 

II. FRAMWORK OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Figure 1 shows that user can patient or be doctor.  The 

user access User Interface. The User Interface is the 

mobile apps or user GUI through which user make query. 

The physician Information system is a global hospital 

website which maintains hospital or clinical information 

as well as patient health data. The User Interface and 
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Physicians Information system are interconnected. The 

Explanation system informs does server PC working or 

not or mobile apps is responding to user query or not. The 

general database contain user query and knowledgebase 

contain health parameter of patient such as temperature, 

blood pressure or Heart Rate Variability. The Expert 

performs data cleaning, processing. The XML based 

knowledge descriptor provides final output that is 

graphical representation of waveforms.  The java expert 

system shell act as interface and use to implement interior 

inference process of intelligent agents.  The interior 

implementation of service for agent carried out through 

JESS.  

 

 
 

Fig.1. Framework of E-healthcare Information System 

 

III. RELATED WORK 

To determine start and end point of QRS wave, it is 

needed to obtain the accurate location of R wave. In order 

to meet the requirement of real time ECG monitoring, 

dynamic threshold adjustment mechanism was 

implementing in QRS complex algorithm. To evaluate 

response delay heart rate anomaly (HR), lead of (LO), 

manual alert (MA) use. [2] 

To search QRS peak the amplitudes differ across patients, 

adaptive threshold is used for peak detection. It is 

initialized with default value in starting and new threshold 

evaluate depend upon maximum value of signal in first 

two second. The adaptive threshold update mechanism 

prevents false peak detection due to the variation in signal 

amplitude.  [3] 

The level crossing sample method used for QRS 

detection. To avoid false QRS detection because of fast T-

wave, dead time zone is set up adaptively. To measure RR 

interval either local timer used or time interval calculate 

using summing values of time interval between current 

peak and previous peak. [4] 

The Discrete Wavelet Transform based on decomposition 

and selective reconstruction of wavelet coefficient for 

QRS detection. The RR interval evaluate and divide into 

2:1 where (2x: x point), x point to left and 2x point to the 

right of R index. [5] 

 To keep computational complexity low Haar wavelet 

function is a simplest wavelet function. For identifying 

ECG wave 2^3 for QRS and 2^5 for P or T wave 

parameters. The wavelet ECG analysis algorithm use 

quadratic spline wavelet as the basis function and 

modulus-maxima analysis (MMA) method. That localize 

wave, which describe it as convex or be concave in 

similar way that illustrate deflection as the positive or the 

negative. [6]  

The decision stage is to apply decision rules for QRS 

detection. The MMPR based on divide and conquer to 

solve problem of recognizing modulus maxima pair. The 

local signal preprocessing becomes probable way to avoid 

transmitting the duplicate data. [8]  

When the slope becomes steeper (high positive peak) than 

higher slope threshold is define as QRS onset. The lower 

slope threshold is used to detect negative peak. The both 

positive and negative thresholds are updated to search 

missing beats. [9] 

The QRS complex composed of positive and negative 

peaks.  To evaluate performance of detection performance 

indexes are introduce like false negative (FN), which is 

failing to detect true beats and false positive (FP) that 

shows false beat detection. The true positive (TP) is 

correct beats detect. [10] 

The squaring function with automatic threshold where 

squaring function as main transformation with Hamilton 

Tompkins algorithm. In this, automatic adjustment of 

primary threshold use to obtain threshold coefficient and 

secondary threshold needed to detect any missed peak. 

[11] 
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TABLE I:  PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF 
METHOD/ALGORITHM FOR QRS DETECTION 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Method/Technique % Sensitivity  % Prediction 

1. 
Level Crossing 

Method [4] 

98 99 

2. 
Discrete Wavelet 

Transform [5] 

97 97 

3. 

Quadratic Spline 

Wavelet 

Transform[8] 

99 99 

 
 

The QRS detection algorithm can be implement wrong 

waveform, if data contain raw, duplicate or incomplete 

values. To solve this issue Evolutionary Computing 

Algorithm is use. The optimization process will help 

doctors in decision making by providing an optimal set of 

solutions. This type of information can be very helpful 

and powerful to assist doctors’ decisions. 

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

The basic steps of Evolutionary Computing Algorithm as 

follows. 

 

A. Evolutionary Computing  Algorithm 

Step-1:  Representation 

 

It involves the representation of an individual in the form 

of its genetic structure. At each point of the search 

process, a generation of individuals is maintained. 

 

Step-2: Selection 

 

The cleaning or remove raw values from the collected 

database are performing. For this evaluation function is 

use. After evaluating the fitness of the individuals, by 

applying the evaluation function, selection of individuals 

for reproduction or recombination is done. The selection 

techniques such as Deterministic, comparative for remove 

duplicate value, Proportional for random value, 

Tournament selection for compare with previous value are 

use. 

 

Step-3:  Evaluation 

 

To be finds out the peak value fitness function is use. A 

value for fitness is assigned to each solution depending on 

how close it actually is to solving the problem. The fitness 

function is a measure of the objective to be obtained 

(maximum or minimum values). The Fitness function is 

optimized using the genetic process and evaluates each 

solution to decide whether it will be contribute to the next 

generation of solutions.  

Step-4:  Recombination 

Recombination or reproduction is as in biological 

systems, combine to produce algorithmic iteration called a 

generation. Mutation is the most basic way to be alters a 

solution for the next generation. 

 

Step-5: Alter Parameter 

After developing one waveform, to generate next 

waveform values should be changed. This step is iteration 

until all waveform generate. 

 

Step-6: End 

After diagnosis or analysis of diseases, this algorithm is 

finish or stop.  

 

The aim of this algorithm is to focus on data quality 

dimensions which are provided by intelligent agents (IA). 

The IA like Load clinicians, Researcher, performs the task 

like data cleaning that remove raw values, duplicate value 

as well as data integration. The Collaborator perform data 

analysis which include assess data quality in term of 

consistency, completeness, uniqueness, integrity and 

accuracy.  

 

This algorithm is able to be optimizing data in efficient 

and effective way. The evolutionary technique are 

provides better performance and accuracy. 

The collected physical parameter of patient is store in two 

formats that is a normal and critical data. The normal 

database contains standard range or normal heartbeat of 

patient. The critical data contain too high or too low 

heartbeat of the patient. The database is dynamically 

updates to remote server and the support JAVA 

Application Programming Interface capable of a running 

desire application on mobile.  

 

B. Assumption to implement Algorithm 

1. The user should have mobile with Java software. 

2. Mobile must have internet connection. 

3. The server PC must have .net compact 

framework. 

4. The MYSQL server 2000 on server PC. 

 

V. SIMULATION AND RESULT 

The proposed algorithm (ECA) and experimental medical 

data were used for testing purposes.  

The Evolutionary Computing Algorithm can be solving 

the problems by using quality metrics. The proposed 

algorithm use to maximize accuracy, consistency, and 

completeness, while be minimizing timeliness of medical 

database.  

The inconsistency values of a collected database causes to 

find out correct peak or detection error in plotting accurate 

waveforms on the desktop, mobile application.  This will 

leads to wrong diagnosis or decision making. So quality 

metric of database is important.  

The result analysis of medical database as follows: 
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TABLE II : DATABASE FOR MEDICAL VALUES 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Test  Treatment Fitness 

Value 

1 MRI Surgery 0.7001 

2 MRI Targeted Therapy  0.6066 

3 Mammogram Chemo  therapy 0.5631 

 
 

TABLE III : OPTIMIZE SOLUTION OF MEDICAL DATA 

 

Sr. 

No 
Test 

T
im

el
in

es
 

A
cc

u
ra

cy
 

C
o

m
p

le
te

n
es

s 

C
o

n
si

st
en

cy
 

1 MRI 0.3 0.9 1.3 0.8 

2 MRI 0.4 0.8 1.1 0.7 

3 Mammogram 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.5 

 

The table III shows value after applying ECA algorithm. 

 

The ECA is focus on a set of data quality dimensions 

which are provided by Intelligent Agents, namely 

accuracy, consistency, completeness and timeliness. This 

term define as follows: 

 

1. Accuracy: due to effect of errors value can be altering 

to avoid this, data should be present as reality medical   

resource. 

2. Completeness: all information has to be representing 

completely as well as no data should be missed. 

3. Consistency: data should be representing as complete 

without repetition of data.  

4. Timeliness: medical data should be store and be update 

constantly. 

 

The when timeline is increasing cause to collection of 

database value is also increasing. The table III uses the 

comparison technique for remove duplicate value and to 

achieve consistency. To be achieving accuracy following 

formula is use: 

1. Assume timeline as “t” and assume value as “v”, 

first test of table III collect the five values 

(medical database). 

2. Assume accuracy as “a1” and assume “b” as 

temporary variable, second test of table III 

collect seven values (medical database). 

3. The b= [v/t], means 5/3 =1.6, means “b” contain 

1.6, a1=b/2 means 1.6/2 = approx. 0.9 (first test 

of table III) . 

 

To be achieving completeness following formula is use:  

1. Assume timeline as “t”, first test of table III 

collect five value. 

2. Assume completeness as “c1”, value as “v”, 

second test of table III collect seven value. 

3. The  c1/t , if one value is missing, means 4/3 

=1.3 (first test of table III) and  if two value is 

missing, 5/4= approx. 1.1 (second test of table 

III) 

 

The table III shows ECA is solving multi-objective 

problems by using combination of different quality 

metrics with different target points. These points such as 

maximizing accuracy, consistency and completeness, 

where minimizing timeliness. So, first row of table III can 

be select to be plot waveforms. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In distributed environment causes loss the quality of data. 

The data selection and quality optimization is solving by 

introducing Evaluation Computing algorithm. The 

Evolutionary Computing algorithm uses MY-SQL 

database. The performance of QRS detection algorithm 

might be enhancing by applying technique like adaptive 

threshold. The system can be extending to the other 

healthcare facility and professional like laboratory 

technicians who performs report test and analysis. The 

further research is aim at software design need to be 

enhancing the efficiency and accuracy in future model of 

system. 
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